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First and foremost, I’d like to express my sincerest gratitude for being selected to attend such a phenomenal program.
It has been an honor to be recognized by the American Legion, and I know that this experience will remain a highlight
of not only my high school career, but of the life that God has planned for me.
As for Texas Boys State itself, despite the lack of physical attendance, was executed unbelievably well. Yes, there was
the occasional hiccup in technology, as well as the occasional interruption of the unruly. However, as a whole, we
managed to pull off the impossible. Furthermore, the fact that we were one of only two states to do so was - for lack
of a better word - epic.
It is hard to describe just how much I learned and gained from Boys State. I have a far deeper understanding, and
therefore appreciation for government. I used to look at politics and government from a birds eye view, not quite
realizing its intricacies. It had never occurred to me just how much work went into serving in the government, let alone
at the state level. I also have a newfound respect for our great state. Having grown up in Illinois, I didn’t really have
any land loyalties. I didn’t even know certain states had their own pledges! But upon learning the rich history of the
state of Texas, as well as learning by doing - quite literally living the life of a government official, I have never been
so proud to be a Texan, and I now have no plans of leaving the state for silly reasons such as weather.
I have seen leaders in the past, having attended a somewhat similar conference just last year. However, this program
made me see a different side of leadership, and its characteristics. I was immediately humbled upon the start of Boys
State, as I had decided in my mind that I would be running for mayor of my city. I gave my hastily written speech, and
I can say with utmost certainty that I was blown away by my fellow statesmen. They were all exponentially stronger
than me, and I realized that these people not only have experience and accolades, as it turns out that we all have that
in common. These people are charismatic, forward thinking, and very passionate. Sometimes, it was just their voices
that made me want to vote for them. There is just so much that goes in to being a strong leader, giving great speeches,
and campaigning for oneself, and none of this had dawned on me up until this past week. It showed me my strengths,
as well as my many weaknesses, all the while giving me countless examples and incredible figures to look up to and
learn from. I was able to hear unforgettable stories and valuable insights on events of both the past and the present,
thus cultivating a distinctly well-rounded perspective.
The camaraderie aspect of Boys State, once again in spite of the lack of physical proximity, managed to creep its way
into our conversations, until - once our counselors left, of course - we would stay in calls for up to an hour just talking
and getting to know each other. We made the most of what we were given, and as a result we were able to make
unique and lasting friendships. I hope that one day we might run in to each other, and reminisce about the crazy
experience that was Boys State 2020.
Once again, thank you for the memories, and I hope that I will go on to live as a strengthened and more appreciative
citizen. Lord willing, I’ll be able to work for the government one day, serving our great state, and our great nation.
Sincerely,
Sean Varghese
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
My name is Young Chen, and I attended the first ever virtual Texas Boys State in 2020. My experience at Texas Boys
State is one that I was not expecting. Although I had no idea what to expect, especially because it was held virtually, I
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still have the pleasure of saying it was so much more than I could have possibly hoped for, and I will recommend
attending Texas Boys State to all my peers who are younger than me.
The most significant advantages of Texas Boys State for me can be explained by two main aspects of the experience–
spending time with other young men who are just if not more politically engaged as me, and hearing new perspectives
from accomplished guest speakers. These aspects of Texas Boys State were so profound because they completely
changed the way I view certain problems in modern society. Specifically, marijuana legalization, nuclear energy, and
race relations. The most prominent influence it had on me was that I had pre-existing beliefs about some of these
topics that I had arrogantly thought could not be challenged, and the experience at Texas Boys State was humbling
as it made me realize that my beliefs are not always correct. Through Texas Boys State, I have learned to be more
through with my opinions, and always to consider the opposite side.
Overall, my time attending Texas Boys State was invaluable, as I attained knowledge and character skills that will help
me throughout my life. I send my most sincere gratitudes for those who worked tirelessly to bring a virtual Texas Boys
State experience to life, as I learned things that conventional education simply cannot teach.
Thank you again,
Young Chen
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
I wanted to take a few minutes to give you an overview of my great experience with Texas Boys State last week. Going
into the program, I was a bit disappointed like all of the attendees that we were unable to participate on the University
of Texas campus. But like many things in life, between the great leadership we had and the boys from all over the state,
it was a great experience.
Here are the highlights I experienced last week:
In a short week, I felt a strong brotherhood with the boys from Berry City from across the state.
The speakers and their messages will be something I remember for a long time. The man with CIA spy experiences was
especially interesting.
The political debates at that depth of discussion was clearly a first for me. The lesson for me was that even in a debate,
when everyone keeps calm that is when the real breakthroughs in understanding are reached. When I sat down with
my Dad after the event was closed Friday evening at dinner, he asked me what I had learned and how I was going to
use Boys State to better myself. It took me a few minutes to answer him after some discussion. These were my key
takeaways from the program:
I believe I can be a much better speaker both the one-on-one speaking, but also public speaking in school. Also, I think
it really helped me in a job interview I had yesterday.
Honestly, I feel like I learned so much about how the state political process works. Now, when I see the news about
the State of Texas leaders and events on TV, I believe I have an understanding none of my friends have.
Before the event, I could never have debated others on meaningful issues, nearly as well as I can now. I can’t wait to
demonstrate those new skills in class next year when similar issues about what is going on across the country come
up.
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I look forward to the chance to personally thank the men of the American Legion Post 178. Clearly, I feel very fortunate
to have been selected to attend the program and will highly encourage every boy at LCA to try and attend next year.
Also, I look forward to applying to be a counselor at next year’s Boys State.
Thanks again for the privilege of attending.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
I want to extend my gratitude to you and the American Legion Post 178 for the opportunity to attend Texas Boys State
2020. I have to admit that the program was one of the best things to ever happen to me.
The first words: "elect your mayor," have always left an impact on me. I was placed with like-minded boys that were
just as confused as me with what we have to do. I decided to run for mayor, and I lost the election. The sting of defeat
was painful, but I had gotten accustomed to it by the end of the week. It was an eye-opener. I learned that I needed
to improve my convincing skills. I was able to use persuasive skills brilliantly on my election as a precinct chairman,
and thus I was victorious.
I was also involved in the political process as I advocated for a different form of drug rehabilitation. I made it a party
platform to switch to Switzerland’s drug rehabilitation, where they can prevent death from overdose and infection
while using drugs.
I was also very prompt at bringing ideas to the county level. I learned a lot about how politics and government go hand
in hand.
Due to this love to Texas Boys State, I am also planning to apply as a counselor for next year. Overall I loved the
experience, and I believe that what I have learned is irreplaceable. One last thing, the virtual program seemed to be
challenging because nothing can replace the face to face human interaction.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Hope you are doing well, I just wanted to say thank you so much for giving me the opportunity to be a part of Texas
Boys State. The memories I made, the people I met, and the priceless points of information that I learned made this
week absolutely unforgettable and life changing. I am so thankful to have been a part of this historic and wonderful
program! I am so thankful for all the work that you put in in order for me to be a part of the program. I felt that all the
people in charge of organizing the program as well as the counselors made the virtual experience absolutely amazing.
I felt that all the technological side of things were done very well and it was organized very well. I felt that although I
had wished to meet the people in real life, the fact that it was virtual did not take anything away from the learning
experience. From my side technology was never an issue and I was able to be at the right places at the right times all
throughout the week. The guest speakers were awesome and I gained so much insight and inspiration from them. I
would also like to thank all the directors as well as of course, you Mr. Marshall, thank you so much again! This week
was unforgettable and I really hope to be a part of it in the future!
Sincerely,
Kevin Thomas
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Thank you for selecting me to attend the Boys State program this year. Although it was all moved online, the experience
was still phenomenal. Personally, Boys State opened my eyes on the intricate networks of our state government and
ultimately our federal government I was amazed at all my fellow statesmen's capabilities, as well as their tenacity
throughout the whole program; it was refreshing to be immersed in an environment filled with acclaimed peers. In
addition, the plethora of advice and speeches from respected officials that we were able to enjoy was amazing.
Furthermore, I connected with many people across the state and hopefully will continue to keep in touch with them.
Overall, I have gained a greater understanding and appreciation for our amazing country. I cannot stress enough how
grateful I am to be able to experience Boys State. Thank you again.
Sincerely,
Austin Tran
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
I experienced many things in my adventure in Texas Boys State but some I will never forget such as how the system of
politics works and functions in the state of Texas. Although it was not what I was expecting with it being online, it
forged a memory that I will never forget. I have always been interested in the political system, but my experience in
the Texas Boys State only fueled this passion. The idea of running the program as an evolving system of government
continually getting more and more complex starting with local city government and ending with the state government,
allowed the participants to get a better understanding of how it all works. Also the ability to not only learn about the
party system instead of just the government structure will hopefully help me in the future in my quest to be
successful. Also the fine speakers that presented their experiences in the meetings gave insight into their own
experiences and how it affected them, allowed us to learn from their successes and failures. I will be forever grateful
for the opportunity to participate in this program and to meet all the people that I did, and I hope that I will learn from
this amazing experience and become a successful and informed citizen.
Sincerely,
Collin Jiral
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
I wanted to thank you for sponsoring and allowing me to attend Boys State. I had an absolute blast, learning more
about government and making great friends. I served as Speaker of the House, and was even selected to participate in
Boys Nation as the Federalist Representative.
Of course, I won’t be able to go to Boys Nation as it was cancelled, but the recognition was great. I have even signed
up to volunteer as a counselor for Boys State 2021, as I know it’ll be a great time.
Once again, a huge thanks to you and the rest of the members of the local American Legion chapter. You granted me
an experience I will remember for the rest of my life.
Tajvir Singh
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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I really enjoyed Boys State this year, despite it being all online. I learned about positions in the government that I
previously didn’t know about and gained an understanding of how state politics work. I am proud that I was able to
participate in such an awesome program. Thank you for all of the help you have given me the past month.
Caleb Bentley
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Hello sir, so to start with I really enjoyed Boys State, it was a once in a life time experience, of course due to the
circumstances we couldn’t go to Austin, and it probably would have made it an even better experience, but it still is
something very impactful in my life. I entered Boys State without having a clue about politics, and I ended up being in
the House of Representatives passing bills, what I mean from this is that Boys State is about learning, and practicing
that new knowledge. Everything from our meetings, our counselors, the many great people who gave us speeches that
will forever stay in my mind, are part of why I enjoyed Boys State so much. All the great people I got to meet, awesome
friends, kids with an amazing mindset, all wanting to help this wonderful state, and some that even want to aim higher
to help improve our country, the fact is that all these outstanding people made me grow a bigger motivation to help
our community. I am very proud to have had the chance to be part of this wonderful community, thank you so much,
for helping me participate, and for giving me the opportunity to grow as a person, I am now someone who knows and
will defend what I believe in, again thank you so much. Boys State is one of the most amazing experiences in my life.
Kevin Hernandez- Bautista
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Sir, as you probably know, today was the last day of Texas Boys State. Thank you for sponsoring me for this great
program! I had a great time and made friends and a few accomplishments. During the elections, I was voted into the
Campaign Committee by my city, and then I was voted for Railroad Commissioner for my party (one of 3 from
approximately 350). I sincerely appreciate your support and the confidence placed in me to represent your AL post.
Thank you, again!
Very respectfully,
Spencer Gray
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
From my virtual experience at Texas Boys State, I learned that graduated Statesmen normally drop a letter off at their
local American Legion post. However, due to the coronavirus, it seems my email may be all I am able to give. I would
like to thank you for accepting me into this exceptional program and giving me the opportunity to meet boys from all
around Texas. I must admit, when I heard the speakers tell me that I would be surrounded by smart people, the likes
of whom I don't usually experience at my school, I was skeptical. Cistercian prides itself on being selective and rigorous
and some of my Boys State classmates have left me dumbstruck with their intelligence. However, at the end of the
week, it turns out Director Armstrong was correct. I have never been able to meet such smart people who have the
same interests and passions as I do. I've been connecting with them and attempting to learn as much as I can from
these exceptional boys, many of whom I see doing great things in life. I have been blessed to have the opportunity to
be welcomed into a community full of current and future leaders and I'm slowly starting to recognize that this weeklong experience has almost certainly changed my future for the better. For this amazing experience, I would like to
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thank you for deciding that I should be allowed to attend this program. This has been a great experience and I know I
will never forget it.
Sincerely,
Saish Satyal
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Good Afternoon,
I hope that all of you are doing well. As you know on Friday June 12, the Texas Boys State Program ended. As part of
the Boys state pledge states I am to make a report of my experience throughout the week. Here is my report:
First I would like to start by thanking you all again for helping me and giving me the amazing opportunity to attend the
program. I will admit that while I was sure that I would enjoy the program, I was a bit skeptical as to how it would
function virtually. I have to say that I was thoroughly impressed by the way that the administrators managed the
situation. By using just two apps (Webex Meetings and Webex Teams) they were able to carry out the program almost
seamlessly. Of course, there were a few hiccups here and there but those were quickly resolved.
Throughout the program, I did my best to stay engaged and learned much about government and myself.
All Statesmen are expected to seek an appointive or elective position while in the program. I chose the latter. By the
end of my first two days in the program I had made eight speeches and by the end of the third day that number stop
at twelve. Never did I imagine giving that many speeches in my life, much less in three days. The first speeches didn’t
get me anywhere. I ran for office for I could get my hands on and up to that point, sadly, I lost every single one. This
allowed me to discover a determination that I didn’t know I had and instead of giving up I kept exposing myself and
by the end of the first day had gotten a position in the Color Guard with the second most amount of votes. On the
second day I ran for Precinct Delegate and tied for the most amount of votes and got one of the five positions. Later
that same day, I ran for the position of County Delegate and won as well. On the third day we were to elect State
Senators and House Representatives and I had no intention of running. A lot of the other Statesmen had been
campaigning for those positions since the first day of the program. They sent out messages to people, “put up” digital
posters on the biggest public chats, by all means, they had gone all out. They all seemed to have made the same mistake
though, they all talked about their qualifications, past leadership positions, etc. In a program such as Boys State those
things don’t matter to your peers because they have all done things that are just as good and often times even better,
otherwise they wouldn’t be in the program. So my goal when I ran for any position in the program, was to be genuine.
When I realized my peer’s mistake, I figured I had as good a chance as any of them and thus threw my name into the
race to be Representative of which there were four positions, I believe. In the end I got one of the positions with the
second most votes (just one vote behind the leading Statesmen).
From that point on, I spent most of my time in visual meetings in the House of Representatives. While there I learned
how committees draft bills, present them to the Speaker of the House, then he presents those bills to the whole of the
House, whereupon they are debated, amended if necessary, and ultimately voted upon. Now while Boys State is a very
serious program, we Statesmen had to have a bit of fun and so the House passed the Whataday Act, which was bill
declaring a Whataburger State holiday. This bill surprisingly was also passed in the Senate and on the last day of the
program Governor Tomas Maldonado signed it into action.
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The program also presented us with some amazing speakers. During one of these speeches (a speech by General
Michael Hagee), I learned that leadership is not about your personal abilities but about how efficiently you can make
a group perform. I learned that bringing people together and having them discuss issues civilly can solve many
problems. General Hagee also told us that in the moment of greatest need competence, loyalty, and trust are far more
important than motivation and that even in a crisis, actually especially in a crisis, there is always a moral imperative.
We had various other speakers which ranged from Texas State Representatives to former CIA agent Jim Olson, to the
CEO of Bluebell Creameries and all gifted a bit of their own wisdom from their life experiences. Although for me,
General Hagee’s knowledge on leadership was the most profound.
Thanks to this program, I believe that I am now a better leader. I also have lost my fear of public speaking because of
it. I still get nervous before speeches but I wouldn’t be human if I didn’t get nervous. I would recommend this program
to anyone and I will make sure to do so with next year’s Statesmen. Once again thank you for the opportunity to attend
this program. Take care and Stay safe.
Respectfully,
Jorge Ortiz
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Good afternoon,
As Boys State ended yesterday, I am writing this email to tell you what an honor it was to have attended such an event.
It was genuinely an incredible experience, and I wish it could've been held in Austin- but the virtual environment was
still a great time as well. I will miss the program, but I'm certain I'll maintain contact with my fellow statesmen over the
years. Never going to forget the Texas Boys State song!
I've always loved government and politics, and this program showed me the inner workings of state and local
government (which I am not as familiar with). The program gave me the opportunity of interacting with state
representatives (Democratic and Republican alike), judges, generals, CIA members and even the editor of the Texas
Tribune! I've reached out to some of them over email for advice for future college and career opportunities.
Boys State gave me new perspectives on politics (and made me shift left/right on some issues), as I got to speak with
and compromise with people of all different political stripes. I won't lie in saying that it genuinely gave me hope for
the future of politics in this country: in a time of such partisanship and division it amazed me how the young leaders
at Boys State were able to overcome differences and maintain civility. I hope to continue the momentum and use the
skills I've learned at Boys State in my local community and for a potential future in government.
Once again, thank you so much for the opportunity and please let me know how I could further support the American
Legion and of any other program opportunities in the future.
Sincerely,
Min Ko
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
I just wanted to thank you for the opportunity to attend boys state, and it really opened my mind on how the political
system works and I have learned a lot and I see that this opportunity opened more doors to me and thanks for putting
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your faith in me and selecting me to send me to this wonderful program and even though it was online I really enjoyed
this experience and to be a part of the select few I appreciate it.
I was wondering if you would like to present me my graduation cord for boys state at my AFJROTC Award ceremony. I
would really enjoy it because you gave me the opportunity to attend this wonderful program and be a part of such a
long brotherhood and a long legacy.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
At first I was skeptical about what I would gain from doing a virtual camp. However, I was quickly reassured by the
amazing experience that was Boys State. The camp carried on as if it was being held in person and everyone involved
was expected to be even more responsible and disciplined as a result of the coordinators being unable to enforce rules
and ensure everything went as planned. The purpose of Boys State is to teach how the political process of the state
works through a learning by doing mindset. Everyone involved was split up into one of two political parties with each
party being considered with no reference to any existing political parties. Everyone was further split into one of many
hypothetical cities that would serve as the beginning of everything else that was to come. The first day of the camp
served as an introduction of what was to be expected of us for the week and included our first meeting with our cities.
Each city elected people to positions such as mayor and color guard with every action being taken by the city directed
by the mayor of the city, other elected officers, and the city's members. After the cities were established the same
process began to take place at the county level and eventually lead up to the state level and the election of the
governor, lieutenant governor, and other elected positions that an actual state legislature would have. To have the
opportunity to be a part of one of only two Boys State programs nationwide being held this year was an honor. Not
only did I learn how our state's politics operated, but I also heard amazing speeches by many esteemed individuals and
met many great people who may one day be leading us at the state level and maybe even the national level.
Nathan Schuetze
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
I would first like to thank you for allowing me to have my experience at Texas Boys State. It is one I greatly appreciate
and has no doubt had and will have a positive impact on my life. Though this year we sadly couldn't take part in this
program in Austin and develop closer relationships with our fellow statesmen I feel we were still able to do so to some
extent with our wealth of communication options. We were also able to be very productive in creating our own Texas
government that was full of politics we thought necessary, productive, and helpful and we even created a Whataburger
holiday, whataday. In my city, Moore, I tried to become the color guard, delegate, and a state representative for the
Federalist Party. Though I wasn't elected to any of these positions I was able to see my fellow city men get elected
further and still learned from the process and when I find myself in similar situations later in life I will be better
prepared because of it. Another aspect of this program I learned from and really enjoyed were the many speeches
given by the visiting dignitaries, in the seminars, career and college fairs, the guest speakers, and even my fellow
statesmen. I hope next year this program can resume as normal and the new statesman can experience what we missed
out on, but this week was still one of my most productive and memorable weeks.
Respectfully,
Trevor Higginbottom
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Boy's State has opened my eyes to the commitment and good intentions of those around me who feel a passion for
the United States government. Conflicting ideas presented at my time during camp never sparked any argument and
were discussed in a civil manner. I believe Boy's State has aided to some of its participants' finding their passion in the
field they want to pursue in college, which is undoubtedly great. My time there was demanding but fun, and ultimately
my time in the House of Representatives was good-natured and lighthearted. Boy's State has allowed me to recognize
the blazing passion of those around me and the nature of the government on a state level, ultimately making me more
informed and capable to pursue a law-based career or one in the government.
Have a great evening,
Santiago Mantilla
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Although the program was held online this year, I still feel that I gained a lot as a member of Boys State this year. As a
member of the House of Representatives' State Affairs committee, I contributed to discussion about several pressing
issues currently impacting America today, including police reform and gun control. Additionally, I served the role of the
Olympiad Committee for the City of Dunning, utilizing my free time to boost morale in the city and encourage my fellow
statesmen to compete in several challenges to earn Olympiad points.
As a result of these roles I held, I gained an immensely larger understanding of the sheer diversity in the state of Texas
and respect for the many different types of people who live in it. Especially as a member of the House of
Representatives, debating with other statesmen from rural and urban areas of the state showed me just how different
life was in those different areas, even though they were relatively close to where I lived. Likewise, when collecting
videos from the Dunning City statesmen to create a video showcasing what made us unique, seeing the others'
experiences made me realize the sheer variety of lives that are lived in Texas.
As a result, I feel that this program has truly expanded my horizons when considering large, widespread issues and led
me to think about the views of those who live different lives than myself. Even though the program's digital format
made it a bit more difficult to focus, I still feel that I got a full, productive experience out of the Boys State program this
year.
Caleb Hoang
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
I would like to start by thanking you, Mr. Wilhelm, and all other members of American Legion Post 178 for nominating
be to be a delegate at this year’s Texas Boys State. Like promised, this once in a lifetime experience was life changing.
Going into the program, I was nervous and unaware of how the program would operate virtually. My nerves quickly
settled as I met the members of my city and we began the week. Being elected to be a state party convention delegate
and member of the House of Representatives, the rest of my weeks was packed full of activity and engagement. These
positions allowed for me to work directly with other statesmen. The civil discourse that took place during all events
amazed me as the participants were more mature in discussion than some adults I have seen discussing the same
issues. In the house, specifically, debating and passing legislation aimed at the current problems faced by the state of
Texas and the United States was extremely enjoyable. Working with the other statesmen to solve these problems
opened my eyes to different and new viewpoints and I was able to learn from others.
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The ability for the American Legion to shift such a large program into a completely virtual experience on a few months’
notice is a true testament to the leadership and members within the organization. I am forever grateful for this
opportunity that I was able to capitalize on. In the future I hope to be able to give back to this program by serving as a
counselor.
Thanks,
James Cheshire
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
I had a great time at Boy's State this year. Although there were many technical difficulties throughout the program, it
was still amazing. As you know I was elected senator for my city. I was also elected onto the platform committee, a
state delegate, and the chairman of the Senate Health and Human Services Committee. I thought Boy's State was an
awesome way to learn about how our government works and to immerse myself in the ideas of others. On negatives
I think I would have to say there were none, except for maybe getting tired sitting and staring at the screen for so long,
but that is the special circumstance of this year's Boy's State. To restate, I had an amazing time at Boy's State and was
and am very thankful that I got the opportunity to go this year. Thank You.
Sincerely,
Scott Trouy
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
First I'd like to thank you for the opportunity to complete the 2020 virtual Boys state program. Even though it was
online, I still had a once-in-a-lifetime experience meeting and participating in the political process with fellow
delegates. I was able to meet some truly extraordinary young men who wowed me with their political acumen, pulling
out knowledge of societal and topical issues I barely considered. As a member of the Press Team, I had a blast working
with fellow reporters, listening in on political meetings and sniffing out the best stories. In fact, I had so much fun
posting stories and planning columns that I have even considered pursuing a career in journalism, something I hadn't
considered before. Furthermore, the counselors and support staff were wonderful people who always answered my
questions in a timely manner. Overall, I thoroughly reaffirm my decision to attend TBS as the correct one.
Conner Dejecacion
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
I just want to thank you for giving me the amazing experience I had at boys state it was nothing like I’ve ever
experienced before I certainly wish to do it again however it would be in person although I understand that it is only
a one year program. I would like to thank you and all the other counselors who not only interviewed me but also the
chairs of my parties, my city, and district. Boys State helped show me the importance of our federal government
system and help me understand the inner workings of how the senate passes bills and also how people manage to
campaign for positions such as governor and lieutenant governor. If I can give one piece of advice to the statesman
for next year it would be to know that even if you run for a position and lose you learn more each time you fail and
that if you just keep trying you’ll succeed.
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Again I just want to thank you for giving me an incredible opportunity it was one of the best weeks of my life and I
would certainly go back and do it again but this time in person and I want to just say that boy state was nothing like I
thought it would be it was so much better than I hoped and thought it would be and I had an amazing time. Thank you
and have a good summer.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
To begin, I would like to express my greatest appreciation and thanks for allowing me to attend Texas Boys State.
Without the American Legion's support, this opportunity could not have been possible. The program was a
tremendous experience, despite the transition to an online platform. I was able to build close comradery with fellow
statesmen within my city, party, and others involved within Boys State. I was able to grow and learn from the
program's "learning by doing" approach, which is a unique component that immerses statesmen into the real world
and builds independence. I recognized the important values of teamwork, leadership, and learning from failure
among many others. I did not only enjoy the unique political process, but also listening to the amazing guest speakers
that greatly resonated with me. Overall, I am so glad and grateful for being able to take part in such a special program
that has benefited me in many ways which will last a lifetime. Thank you once again!
Best regards,
Zach Walsh
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
In my opinion, Virtual Boys State was just as inspiring and educational as in person Boys State. As a Press Corps
members, I had the privilege of listening to some of the other boys who were running for higher positions. I learned a
lot from them and from all the seminar speakers throughout the week. Even within my city I was able to learn so much
from my peers. It was truly an experience I will remember for the rest of my life.
Sincerely,
Matthew Robinson
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
I’d like to start off by thanking you for this amazing opportunity you gave me. I’m extremely pleased with my experience
at Texas Boys State even though it wasn’t conducted at UT Austin. I still had the opportunity to make amazing friends
who share the same drive that I do. Texas Boys State gave me the opportunity to learn more about the process of our
government such as bill making and elections. I served as a member of the House of Representatives, and was also a
temporary platform committee manager. Aside from these responsibilities that taught me a variety of skills such as
leadership and accountability, what I enjoyed most about the program is the guest speakers. The guest speakers were
amazing and their stories inspired me to be the best citizen I can possibly be. The speakers also taught priceless lessons
that I will never forget. One of the commanders that spoke told us that his friends died in combat so that we (people
of America) can live our life to the fullest. These words made me love my country and state even more and made me
grateful for the opportunities I have. All in all, my experience at Texas Boys State is one that will never be forgotten.
Once again, thank you so much.
Respectfully,
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Praval Kollipara
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Thank you for allowing me to experience American Legion Texas Boys State 2020. It was definitely an experience I will
not forget! Being virtual was an experience in itself…thanks to the Coronavirus, but the other experiences were full of
life lessons that will be with me forever.
While participating as a delegate of the Federalist Party, and a member of Turner (city), I decided to jump right in and
try my hand at running for various offices within my city as well as within my party. I was an active member of the
Federalist’s Campaign Committee and I ran for my party’s Comptroller of Public Accounts position.
My decision to run for this office was all party of my ‘plan’ to be involved and learn as much as possible while being a
delegate at 2020 Boys State. I wanted to learn by doing even if it was via the computer. Although my election results
for the particular situation was not in my favor, I still continued to learn from the experience and work to assist in the
campaign of the other Federalist Party members.
One thing I was able to learn during my experience was how the local and state governments work and the ins and
outs of the election process at both levels. I know this knowledge will benefit me this upcoming year when I take my
government class at school. It will be nice having clarity and understanding of the election process too as I turn
eighteen in December and am eager to register to vote and participate in my right to vote.
I found the 2020 Boys State experience to be one that I will treasure forever even if it was a virtual experience. My
great grandfather, Firman Haynie, was the director of Texas Boys State and very involved with the group for 50+
years…although he would not have liked that it was ‘virtual’ – I know he would be thrilled that Texas American Legion
upheld the annual tradition and held Boys State this year. I am sure he was also thrilled to know that I had the
opportunity (thanks to Katy American Legion Post 164) to be a part of such a wonderful experience in 2020.
Thank you for allowing me to be a part of Texas Boys State 2020, I value the experience and know that the lessons
learned will be with me for a lifetime.
Travis Sanders
*****
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